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Hawks’ rally falls short in loss to Lakers

Related

By Chris Vivlamore

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

LOS ANGELES — The Hawks used a furious fourth-quarter comeback only to come up seconds short.

The Lakers’ Pau Gasol made two free throws with six seconds remaining to clinch a 105-103 victory over the Hawks Sunday night at the Staples Center.

After falling behind by as many as 21 points, the Hawks used a second-half rally to tie the score at 103-103 with 35.3 seconds remaining. Following a miss by Gasol, Jordan Hill grabbed the rebound.

Paul Millsap was called for a blocking foul with six seconds remaining. After the play was reviewed by officials, Gasol was awarded two free throws.

A Kyle Korver final shot was blocked to end the game.

The Hawks (1-2) placed six players in double figures led by Korver with 22 points. Millsap (14), Jeff Teague (14), Mike Scott (13), Al Horford (12) and Dennis Schroder (10) were the others. Horford had

his second straight double-double with 16 rebounds.

Xavier Henry, just inserted in the starting lineup, led the Lakers (2-2) with 18 points.

The Hawks lost for the eighth straight time at Los Angeles even as the Lakers played without Kobe Bryant, still recovering from a torn Achilles.

The Hawks went on a 29-14 run between the third and fourth quarters to cut their deficit to two points, 98-96. The Lakers pushed the lead back to five points but minutes later Korver hit a 3-pointer and

Millsap hit a jumper to tie the score at 103-103 with 35.4 seconds remaining.

Korver extended his streak to 76 consecutive games with a 3-pointer. It is the fourth longest in NBA history and two behind third-place Dennis Scott and three behind third-place Michael Adams.

The Hawks trailed by as many as 21 points in the first half. They trimmed their deficit to seven points, 72-65, with a 16-6 run in the third quarter. However, a 3-pointer by Xavier Henry – a theme of the

night – ignited a Lakers run to push their lead back to 17 points.

The Lakers opened the 21-point first-half lead thanks in large part to their 3-point shooting. The Lakers shot 61.5 percent (8 of 13) from long range in the first half with eight different players connecting.

It was the 3-pointer that helped the Lakers break open the game in the first quarter. They went on a 14-2 run, to take a 25-12 lead, that included four straight 3-pointers.

The Lakers used a 13-3 run to start the second quarter and enjoyed the 21-point advantage. The Hawks responded with a 13-4 run to narrow the deficit to 12 points, 50-38, only the have the Lakers

push back. The Lakers led 62-49 at the intermission.

As the Lakers were scoring from the 3-point line, the Hawks struggled from the free-throw line. The Hawks finished the first half making just 40 percent (6 of 15). At one point in the second quarter the

Lakers were shooting 70 percent (7 of 10) from the 3-point line while the Hawks were shooting 28.6 percent (2 of 7) from the free-throw line.

The Hawks continue their three-game road trip at the Kings Tuesday.
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Posted by KevinWillisFan at 12:16 a.m. Nov. 4, 2013

Report Abuse

The positives tonight out weigh the negative tonight! Good try Hawks

Posted by GwinnettFred at 12:18 a.m. Nov. 4, 2013

Report Abuse

Well, the more things change, the more they stay the same.

54% percent from the line. Lose by 2 and miss 12 free throws. New coaching staff clearly has no more regard for spending sufficient time practicing them than past administrations.

They were right about Millsap filling Josh's shoes though- he was 60% percent tonight -just like good old J-Smoove!

For God's sake - just tank it and get a lottery pick. Looking like some immediate help available at the top of the draft (doesn't mean they won't draft a Williams, i.e. Sheldon or Marvin with a top-5, but we

can always hope).

Posted by Kensdobs at 12:24 a.m. Nov. 4, 2013

Report Abuse

That was a damned good gm, and one the Hawks definitely should have won. Too many missed FTs. This is going to be a very good team once all of the players learn their assignments instinctively.

You can see how coach Bud's OFF system puts players in position to score. The Hawks actually dominated the gm in most statistical areas, except at the FT line.

Posted by cp229 at 12:30 a.m. Nov. 4, 2013

Report Abuse

Missed free throws is why they lost this game. Cant miss that many freebies.

Posted by Mookie_Blaylock at 1:37 a.m. Nov. 4, 2013

Report Abuse

Well, I at least Bud's offense. What happens when Lou comes back? Does this team need both he and Teague? Who minutes is he gonna take? Schroder? Hope not.....

Trade?

Posted by Mookie_Blaylock at 1:43 a.m. Nov. 4, 2013

Report Abuse
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I like the effort this team showed...but of course they cant dig themselves into that deep of a hole and have to hit free throws.

Another thing worth pointing out is that they made careless mistakes and turnovers in crucial moments....the only thing that minimized this is the lakers failed to cash in on several of them.

Posted by vava74 at 2:41 a.m. Nov. 4, 2013

Report Abuse

By the way, it's the second night in which Antic is on the floor during a decisive run in which our defense improves and we get a grip on the game.

He is a veteran of many battles and that shows.

If he gets used to the longer 3 point line and to the higher athleticism of his NBA opponents, I think he can be useful.

Posted by vava74 at 2:42 a.m. Nov. 4, 2013

Report Abuse

http://www.popcornmachine.net/cgi-bin/gameflow.cgi?date=20131103&game=ATLLAL

Posted by vava74 at 2:43 a.m. Nov. 4, 2013

Report Abuse

Against TOR, note the decisive run to close the first half:

http://www.popcornmachine.net/cgi-bin/gameflow.cgi?date=20131101&game=TORATL

And it was not a mere coincidence, he survived the eye test in both occasions.

Posted by reallygroovy at 6:06 a.m. Nov. 4, 2013

Report Abuse

it doesn.t matter this team will always sux.

Posted by ConfederateFlagBurner at 7:34 a.m. Nov. 4, 2013

Report Abuse

Free throws and energy.. 

You have to come with energy and hit your free throws.

Posted by TeeChee at 7:59 a.m. Nov. 4, 2013

Report Abuse

This games proves that we don't have a go-tp scorer or an elite scorer. Milsa does not replace Josh because we've never allowed a team ESPECIALLY one without Kobe & Dwight to score 62 points in

half. Horford has some last game turnovers: travel, back court violation, & the last possession turnover to end the game. FG% measures efficiency DOES NOT EQUAL not scoring ability. Tyson

Chandler has high FG% but he doesn't close out games the way Melo would. Horford is not an elite scorer. 26th in the league in scoring is our "best" scorer and fans are confused as to why we're

losing. We are going to need Lou WIlliams..... Lou WIlliams is our best scorer.

Posted by TeeChee at 8:05 a.m. Nov. 4, 2013

Report Abuse

There is no moral victory when we lost to the Lakers on March 3, 2013 by one point (99-98) with Dwight Howard and Kobe Bryant. This was a less talented team who brought more energy than us. Nash

& Gasol is old. #25 in defense. Detroit #10 in defense. Hawks & Pistons tied at #9 in offense.
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